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The basics of habitat creation
In the future a modified BPS payment may well depend on farmers 

delivering quality habitats.

This concept is referred to as delivering public goods.

“Remember habitats are crops so need positive management”

Habitat Selection
Habitats are many and varied, but the greatest rewards generally come from winter bird food, flower mixes and tussocky grass.

Winter Bird Food

Grass and Flowers

Who likes it? Birds, small mammals, bees and butterflies.
Season of delivery: Winter seeds and insects as summer food.
Types of mix: Annual or biennial.
Where to site: Alongside hedges, woods for shelter/escape.
Open field sites. Difficult or low yielding areas.
Regular shapes are easiest for management purposes.
To maintain quality delivery consider moving sites every 3-4 years (environment rotation)

The Golden Rules
  A firm, fine weed free seedbed is essential
  Seed depth is critical. Broadcast on the surface
  Sow at the correct time of year.
   Sown perennials need regular cutting in year one 
to reduce excessive growth and annual weeds

Supplementary Feeding: 
An essential addition when sown seed runs out in the winter.

97% OF OUR FLOWER MEADOWS HAVE GONE. FLOWERS FEED INSECTS THAT UNDERPIN THE FOOD CHAIN

LONGEVITY: >10 years 3 - 4 years
COST: £250 - £350 £100 - £120
FLOWERS: May - September June - August
Complex mix = species rich Simple mix = less rich
Cutting best removed Can be left
NB P&N/Legume mixes are becoming richer in species 
so cost, longevity and value are increasing

Grass & Flower P&N (Legume)
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Best time to sow: Autumn sown: August - September.   Spring sown: April - May
How to sow: Firm, fine, weed-free seedbed. Sow seed 1.5 - 3.0 cms deep.
Very different seed sizes, sunflower and millet may be easier sown separately.
Seed rate: Depends on the mix. Upping the seed rate helps with weed control 
and rougher seed beds.
Management: Nitrogen 60kg/ha is generally worthwhile.
Pests and weeds may need dealing with.
Speak to your agronomist about plant and herbicide grouping.
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OPTION ONE. 
Go to a good garden centre and 
in February-March buy bare root 
cuttings so the work has been 
done for you (but where’s the fun 
and ownership in that!).   
There is one very big downside 
to this method, and that is you 
can’t select the stock, and there’s  
no guarantee you will get a  
male tree.

OPTION TWO. 
Almost guaranteed success 
comes from the following 
method:

1.  October to February is the 
best time to take cuttings as the 
sap is down and the plant is 
dormant.  Select stems that have 
a thickness somewhere between 
a pencil and a thumb.   
These are then cut into 30 
centimetre lengths with the 
basal cut just below a bud.   

Some cuttings can have the top 
cut off which will produce a more 
bushy plant.  Larger cuttings may 
be taken – this speeds up the 
time till flowering, but failure of 
cuttings increases.

2.  Fill a few big flower pots with 
potting compost mixed with a bit of 
sharp sand to help drainage,  
and push several cuttings into 
each flower pot so half of the 
cutting is buried.

3.  Keep these well watered and 
after one year they can be planted 
out.  Losses are reduced if at the 
end of the first year the cuttings 
are potted on for one more year, 
and then planted out.

4.  Planting out is best done in 
March as soon as the soil begins 
to warm up but before the cuttings 
are in leaf.  It will take a couple of 
years for these cuttings to produce 
the flowers you need.

5.  The best place to plant is in 
a sheltered, sunny site either in 
a hedge gap or at the end of a 
hedge.  Field corners are also 
good, where you can plant a 
group on the south side of an 
existing hedge.

6.  Tree guards are essential.   
The plastic netting tubes are 
better than the solid plastic 
tubes, which tend to force rapid, 
misshapen growth from the tree. 
Keep the young trees weed-free 
to about a metre radius for the 
first three years.

OPTION THREE.
There is of course an easier way, 
but success is much reduced.  
That is to take much bigger 
cuttings and plant them straight 
into their final place, put a tube 
round them and keep them  
weed free. 

Marek Nowakowski.  September 2014.

So what can 
I do now? 
Autumn is the time for planting new 
crops, and that includes the wildlife 
ones as well.  This leaflet describes 
a simple, cheap and effective way 
of boosting the vital early spring 
pollinator food supplied by planting 
Goat and Grey willows.

It is essential for female bees coming 
out of hibernation in March to get 
adequate supplies of pollen (protein) 
which is used to build them up and 
increase egg fertility. 
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For more information on this environmental fact sheet,  
please speak to your Agrii agronomist or contact  
Marek Nowakowski on 07885 252383 marek@wildlifefarming.co.uk
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When to sow: 
Warm, moist soils are ideal

Grass & flower: April-May. July-Early 
September
P&N / Legume: April-May. July-August

What to sow: 
 90% Grass + 10% Flower @ 20kg/ha

P&N (Legume based) @ 10-12 kg/ha
Tussocky grass @ 20kg/ha

Where to sow: 
Warm, sheltered south facing sunny 
aspects are best.

The Need For Season Long Food
Pollen is protein and nectar is energy. Both these need to be available from mid-March to 

September. Some trees and unsown “wild” flowers provide the essential early season needs. 
Sown mixes deliver from late May onwards.

How to sow: Surface, surface, surface
Broadcast not drill onto firm, fine seed bed
Ring roll pre- and post-

Management: Good establishment is vital
 Regular cutting in year one reduces weeds 
– perennials survive cutting and annuals 
don’t.

Spring cut: March-April. Autumn: 
August-Sept
Where grass used then remove cuttings
Selective graminicides may be relevant?

The Two Main Problems

Annual Weeds
During establishment weeds dominate the sown 

species so repeated cutting is needed in year one.

REPEATED CUTTING DOESN’T KILL PERENNIALS.

Perennials were fine even after an excessive 6 cuts.

Fertility
Fertile soils produce rapid growth that smothers the 

slower sown species.
Repeated cutting in year one reduces excessive 

vegative growth.

Tussocky Grass
The information for grass and flowers can be used for tussocky grass. 

This habitat is very long lived and provides an effective solution to buffering more 
sensitive features such as water. This habitat can be sited in most farm locations and 

does not depend on a sunny aspect.

Further Help
Your local Agrii agronomist can offer help and advice on mixes and management.
Marek Nowakowski is also available on 01869 253808.
Agrii mixes can be bought from the Finmere depot (01280 848848) or through customer services on 
0845 6073322.
A book on habitat creation and management is available free from
http://www.ceh.ac.uk/book-habitat-creation-and-management-pollinators
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Year one had 6 cuts

Year one

1991-1994. Repeated cutting experiment Repeated cutting experiment year 3

Year two
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